Abstract. We present the imaging potential of a tomographic technique which combines time-resolved spectroscopy and long baseline interferometry, providing information that cannot be obtained otherwise with each of these techniques separately.
Introduction
The technique of Tomographic Imaging (Jankov & Foing, 1992 ) is fully applicable to one of the most promising applications of Differential Speckle Interferometry (Beckers, 1982) : the study of the surface of rapidly rotating stars with strong nonradial pulsations (Vakili & Percheron, 1990) . The applicability of this approach to the multi-mode pulsations observed in some stars (e.g. Jankov et al., 2000a) has been shown by Jankov et al. (2000b) .
Results
Here we consider the example of mapping the brightness distribution due to a nonradial stellar pulsation mode with m = 4, I -5 on a star tilted at i = 45°, performing numerical experiments with realistic phase coverage, spectral resolution and signal-to-noise ratio expected for operating (the GI2T) or closeto-operating long baseline interferometers (VLTI, Keck).
A map recovered from spectra alone (classical Doppler Imaging) is shown on Fig. lb , and should be compared to the original one (Fig. la) as well as to the maps obtained using single projection (parallel to rotation) of photocenter shifts (Fig. lc) or spectra together with photocenter shifts parallel to rotation ( Pole-on projection of stellar surface brightness perturbation due to the m = 4, t = 5 mode on a star tilted at i = 45° (a). The equator and the latitudes 30° and 60° are presented by full and dashed circles respectively. Maximum Entropy reconstructions from flux spectra (b), from photocenter shifts parallel to rotation (c) and from flux spectra together with photocenter shifts parallel to rotation (d).
A significant improvement with respect to previous reconstructions has been obtained using both spectra and photocenter shifts parallel to rotation.
Conclusion
We have shown that accurate maps of stellar nonradial pulsations can be obtained using the Interferometric-Doppler Imaging approach and regularized inversion with the Maximum Entropy Method.
